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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 151 
When viewing Report Job Results in StorageScope, what will happen when more than one 
job has been run for that folder? 

A. A prompt asks for the location to move the new report to 
B. A prompt asks if it is safe to remove the old report 
C. Data is appended to report with last report shown first 
D. Reports overwrite previous outputs in the same folder 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 152 
An Implementation Specialist has been asked to install Solutions Enabler for a customer on 
multiple hosts in the ControlCenter 6.0 environment . There are Master Agents installed on 
the ControlCenter Server and hosts. Which steps are required to install Solutions Enabler? 

A. Obtain the CDs for ControlCenter and install Solutions Enabler on the ControlCenter 
Server, then push it to the other hosts. 
B. Obtain the CDs for ControlCenter, install the MRLK from the CDs , do a push install of 
Solutions Enabler to remote hosts 
C. Obtain the MRLK from Powerlink and install Solutions Enabler on all hosts via the 
MRLK 
D. Obtain the MRLK from Powerlink, run the MRLK, install Solutions Enabler on the 
server, then push it to ControlCenter hosts using the agent administration wizard. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 153 
With the Performance Manager license installed, how long is real-time performance data 
saved by default? 
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A. 24 hours 
B. 7 days 
C. Indefinitely 
D. Until the collection reaches 100 MB 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 154 
You would like to uninstall as many ControlCenter components as possible from a single-
host infrastructure, except for the ControlCenter Server, which will remain. Which other 
component must also remain? 

A. Master Agent 
B. Repository 
C. StorageScope Repository 
D. Store 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 155 
An administrator is notified through email that a file system on a Solaris host needs to be 
extended because it is less than 5% free. To prevent losing valuable time manually extending 
the file system, which ControlCenter feature will the administrator utilize? 

A. Autocorrect 
B. Autoextend 
C. Autofix 
D. Automanage 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 156 
Which additional step must be performed after deploying the ControlCenter WLA Archiver 
on a clustered server? 
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A. Deploy the Cluster Agent service 
B. Edit the ctg.ini file to indicate clustering 
C. Execute "pmcli.exe -init shared" 
D. Stop all WLA policies, restart the WLA Archiver, and start WLA policies again 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 157 
Customer XYZ has decided to use the Storage Provisioning Services feature of 
ControlCenter. Which rule must they be aware of when setting up storage pools? 

A. A storage device can be moved between pools 
B. A storage device can belong to more than one pool 
C. A storage device will be removed from a pool after allocation 
D. A storage pool can contain multiple devices, but NOT an entire array 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 158 
A customer wants to scan NFS shares exported from a Solaris system. What must the 
customer do to scan an NFS export? 

A. Install the VisualSRM host agent for Solaris on the host exporting the filesystem. 
B. Install the VisualSRM NAS agent on the Solaris host exporting the filesystem. 
C. Mount the NFS export on an Agent host. 
D. NFS shares are automatically detected during network scans. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 159
 
If the user disables Write Cache on a CLARiiON array, what is affected?
 

A. Availability 
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B. Data Integrity 
C. Data Protection 
D. Performance 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 160 
Which action taken in the ControlCenter Console shows EMC Centera serviceability 
information? 

A. Right-clicking on the Centera and choosing the option from the device menu 
B. Right-clicking on the Centera and choosing the option from the file menu 
C. Right-clicking on the Centera and choosing the option from the pop-up menu 
D. Right-clicking on the Centera and choosing the option from the properties menu 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 161 
When console logging has been enabled in a ControlCenter environment to troubleshoot a 
problem with the console not starting, which files should be viewed? 

A. console.trc and consolelaunch.log 
B. consolestart.log and session.trc 
C. session.trc and sessionstart.log 
D. sessionstart.log and consoleerrors.log 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 162 
A customer will not allow ControlCenter agents on production hosts. The production hosts 
are the only hosts in the environment with direct connectivity to Symmetrix arrays. Which 
Symmetrix functionality will not be possible using ControlCenter in this configuration? 

A. Collecting performance statistics 
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B. Device group management 
C. Editing VCM database 
D. SRDF management 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 163 
If a ControlCenter user wants to use a ControlCenter Console to access multiple ECC 
Servers from a single host, what is the recommended configuration? 

A. Install one ControlCenter Console per ECC Server instance. 
B. Install one ControlCenter Console to manage all ECC Server instances. 
C. Install the ControlCenter Console Enterprise Edition 
D. Install the ControlCenter Console Multi-Server license key 

Answer: B 
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